Advisory No. 03, s. 2018
In compliance with DepEd Order No. 8, s. 2013
This Advisory is issued not for endorsement per DO 28s. 2013,
But only for the information of DepEd Office,
Public & Private Elementary and Secondary Schools
January 10, 2019

KUNTAW UNIFIED MARTIAL – SPORTS ADVOCATES (KUMASA)

Respectfully referred to all elementary and secondary school heads interposing no objection to the attached communication from GRANDMASTER CALITO "Nuuh" CALIXTRO, Founder/National Chairman/Chief Exec. Director (CED), KUMASA-Red Hakama dated January 04, 2019 re: "2019 KUNTAW SOFT OPENING at Sports Hub, San Isidro, Antipolo City on January 14, 2019 which aims to promote Filipino Martial Arts, content of which is self-explanatory for information.

Attached is the letter for your immediate reference if interested.

For more inquiries or other concern you may check this website. Carlito "Nuuh" Calixtro kuntawkumasa2017@gmail.com. Contact Nos. 09963362554/09278618021

Participation of both public and private schools shall be subject to the no-disruption-of-classes policy stipulated in Deped Order No. 9, s. 2005, entitled Instituting Measures to increase Engaged Time-On-Task and Ensuring Compliance Therewith. This is also subject to the no-collection policy as stated in Section 3 of Republic Act no. 5546, An Act Prohibiting the sale of tickets and/or the Collection of Contributions for Whatever Project or Purpose from Students and Teachers of Public and Private Schools, Colleges and Universities (Ganzon Law)
MR. ROMMEL C. BAUTISTA  
DIVISION SCHOOLS SUPERINTENDENT  
DEPED CITY OF ANTIPOLLO

Attention: Division Schools Supervisor

GREETINGS

Dear Sir;

Our organization is forefront of advocating Filipino Martial Arts (FMA) also known as R.A. 9850 advocating Philippine martial arts and national sports. The Kuntaw martial-sports is now adopted by Department of education (DepED) Division of Rizal as new contact-sports and strongly endorsed by Sangguniang panalawigan ng Rizal through Resolution No. 384, s. 2018.

In order to accomplish our aim, We would like then to respectfully request in your good office an endorsement and dissemination of information in the upcoming "2019 KUNTAW SOFT OPENING" in Antipolo City which public schools (elementary and high school students) cordially invited to witness and understanding of our own and unique Filipino martial arts in hand and foot fighting. The Division Schools Superintendent is cordially invited as one among our "guest of honor" on the aforesaid historic event.

EVENT/S: 2019 KUMASA SOFT-OPENING  
TIME/DATE: JANUARY 14, 2019, 8am-12nn  
VENUE: ANTIPOLLO CITY SPORTS-HUB (Sumba Room)

The promotion of Filipino Martial Arts (FMA) is a worthwhile activity of KUMASA In-Schools Free-Training Programs, in order to institutionalized Kuntaw martial-sports in grassroots level and strengthen the camaraderie of all FMA enthusiasts by developing a healthy and alert citizen, ready and able to serve our society.

Attached herewith is the pertinent documents for your ready reference.

We thank you for your kind attention to this request and anticipating your favorable response.

MABUHAY POKAYO!

Sincerely,

GRANDMASTER CARLITO "Nush' CALIXTRO  
Founder/National Chairman/Chief Exec. Director (CED)  
KUMASA-Red Yakama  
9th Degree, Red Belt  
(Paralegal Self-defense Advocate)
2019 KUNTAW MARTIAL-SPORTS COMPETITIONS
OFFICIALLY & STRONGLY ENDORSED BY 8 MUNICIPALITIES & 1 CITY SUPPORTED BY THE
SANGGUNIANG PANLAWIGAN NG RIZAL RESOLUTION NO. 384 s. 2018

1. CAINTA
2. TAYTAY
3. ANGONO
4. BINANGONAN
5. CARDONA
6. PILILLA
7. JALA-JALA
8. TERESA
9. ANTIPOLO CITY

SUMMARY OF MEDAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND COMPETITION TRACK (MCCT)
As per KUMASA Designed Program & Term of Reference (TOR)

ELEMENTARY LEVEL
◆ GOLD—68
◆ SILVER—68
◆ BRONZE—68

HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL
◆ GOLD—62
◆ SILVER—62
◆ BRONZE—62

PHILIPPINES SERIES NATIONAL KUMASA COMPETITIONS PARTICIPATED BY 10 REGIONS
◆ GOODWILL GAMES every month of September
◆ WILDCARD NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP every month of February as official contact-sports of Hamaka’s Festival Taytay Town Fiesta.

1. Region 1 - Binalonan, Pangasinan
2. Region 2 - Tuguegarao City
3. Region 3 - Olongapo City
4. Region 4A - Calabarzon
5. Region 5 - Naga City
6. Region 8 - Sarnar & Leyte
7. Region 11 - Davao City
8. Region 13 - Surigao Del Norte
9. ARMM (Autonomous Region Muslim Mindanao)
10. NCR or National Capital Region

RIZAL PROVINCE IS A CONVENOR (first and only province strongly endorsed Kuntaw) AS NEW CONTACT-SPORTS AND ADOPTED BY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (DEPED) DIVISION OF RIZAL FOR PAST 58 YEARS SINCE KUNTAW MARTIAL ARTS ESTABLISHED IN 1960.
Republic of the Philippines
RIZAL PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT
* Antipolo City *

28th SANGGUNIANG PANLALAWIGAN NG RIZAL

PROPOSED RESOLUTION NO. 379, s. 2018

Introduced by: BM OLIVIA F. DE LEON, Ed. D.
Sponsored by the Committee on Education, Culture and the Arts
and the Committee on Youth and Sports

RESOLUTION NO. 384, s. 2018

A RESOLUTION
STRONGLY ENDORSING THE INCLUSION OF
KUNTAW UNIFIED MARTIAL SPORTS AS ONE OF THE NEW CONTACT SPORTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION IN THE PALARONG PANLALAWIGAN
NG RIZAL AND THE PALARONG PAMBANSA

WHEREAS, the Kuntaw Unified Martial Sports Advocate (KUMASA), Inc., a duly accredited sports organization by the Securities Exchange Commission, the Sangguniang Bayan of Taytay and the Sangguniang Panlalawigan ng Rizal, has presented before this Sanggunian the Kuntaw Martial Sports as one of the new contact sports for possible inclusion in the Palarong Panlalawigan and Palarong Pambansa.

WHEREAS, documents will reveal that the KUMASA has conducted several trainings for Kuntaw advocates in the municipalities of Taytay, Binangonan, and Angono;

WHEREAS, to promote the sports, it is necessary that Kuntaw be endorsed as one of the new contact sports in the Province.

NOW, THEREFORE, Be it Resolved, As it is hereby Resolved by the Sangguniang Panlalawigan of Rizal, in a session assembled, STRONGLY ENDORSING THE INCLUSION OF KUNTAW UNIFIED MARTIAL SPORTS AS ONE OF THE NEW CONTACT SPORTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION IN THE PALARONG PANLALAWIGAN NG RIZAL AND THE PALARONG PAMBANSA, subject to compliance with pertinent rules, regulations and statutes.

RESOLVED FURTHER, that copies of this Resolution be furnished to all concerned for their information and appropriate action.

APPROVED, this 5th day of November 2018 at the Rizal Provincial Capitol, Antipolo City, Province of Rizal.

CERTIFIED APPROVED, TRUE AND CORRECT:

ATTY. EDMUNDO BUITELES M. SAMSON
Provincial Board Secretary

ATTESTED:

REYNALDO H. SANJUAN, JR., M.D., DPBR
Vice-Governor
Presiding Officer